
Chat,
Visualized.

POWER AHEAD WITH THE  
INDUSTRY’S LEADING TOOLS.

Empowering messages with market  
context and insight, instantly.

Share interactive charts, data insights, and analytics without compromise. ChartIQ delivers 
advanced charting tools for ultimate control and quick comprehension. Symphony is the 
cloud-based messaging and collaboration platform that connects markets, organizations and 
individuals, securely. 
Together, ChartIQ and Symphony simplify your workflow and improve productivity.

·   Identify – Spot early insights into tradable market opportunities. ChartIQ makes it 
easy to define and illustrate trade strategies with our toolkit of advanced charting and 
technical analysis.

·   Collaborate – Rapidly organize, prioritize, and share visual data to your entire network with 
just one click through seamless integration with the Symphony platform.

·   Share – Send your trade strategies and observations quickly and compliantly via Symphony 
for secure collaboration.

·   Connect – ChartIQ connects to any market data so institutions can easily connect to the 
industry’s leading charting interface.

ChartIQ is the capital markets trusted vendor of choice for good reason. Chat or 
connect with us today. Visit chartiq.com or email us – symphony@chartiq.com.

http://chartiq.com
mailto:symphony%40chartiq.com?subject=


Collaboration, compliance, 
and chat bundled together...

Allow users to share insight and collaborate with their network, instantly. Within Symphony,  
ChartIQ’s advanced visualizations and technical analysis are highlighted and showcase our  
HTML5 toolkit - a flexible SDK that integrates easily into any enterprise level technology stack.  
ChartIQ can be used both inside and outside of Symphony to apply advanced charting  
visualizations and communication on any platform.

Use Cases
Sell Side
Be understood. Today, algorithms are the main drivers of the marketplace. As a result, an 
unprecedented level of competition now exists between traders. ChartIQ’s shareable charts 
display ideas and trends easily and allow sell-side traders to convey succinct, convincing 
trade strategies to their audience quickly via chat. These interactive charts demonstrate 
market movement and insight to the buy-side client in a click, making decisions move faster 
than ever before.

Buy Side
Be in control. When you need to act quickly and can’t afford to take on risk -  
Symphony + ChartIQ puts the buy side in control. Symphony and ChartIQ facilitate clear 
and straightforward communication between the buy side and the sell side. With a single 
click, users can open any security in a robust technical chart, where they can quickly check 
their projections before taking a position. For faster decision-making, users can hover over 
Symphony $cashtags to pull up relevant charts.

Analysts
Get connected. Analysts need a great deal of data from a variety of sources and a vast 
network across the financial industry. ChartIQ was designed to coordinate, display,  
and contextualize virtually any fundamental or technical data point proprietary to a firm  
or purchased from a vendor. With Symphony, this information can be shared securely  
and compliantly across an entire network with a single click. Rapid data sharing has  
never been easier.

About
ChartIQ builds powerful, lightweight financial applications that redefine the trading experience for 
capital market institutions, fintech firms, and millions of financial professionals around the world. 
Delivering the most intuitive data visualization software available, ChartIQ specializes in advanced 
technical analysis, trading configurations, and high performance charting. When risk is high, ChartIQ is 
the industry’s vendor of choice - just ask Fidessa, NASDAQ and E*Trade.

ChartIQ is based out of Charlottesville, Virginia, with offices in New York, London, and Cyprus. 
Founded in 2012, ChartIQ has a global customer base with over 150 firms represented.

ChartIQ is the capital markets trusted vendor of choice for good reason. Chat or 
connect with us today. Visit chartiq.com or email us – symphony@chartiq.com.
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